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Abstract—Robots are frequently presented with vast arrays of
diverse data. Unfortunately, perfect memory and recall provides a
mixed blessing. While flawless recollection of episodic data allows
increased reasoning, photographic memory can hinder a robot’s
ability to operate in real-time dynamic environments. Humaninspired forgetting methods may enable robotic systems to rid
themselves of out-dated, irrelevant, and erroneous data. This paper presents the use of human-inspired forgetting to act as a filter,
removing unnecessary, erroneous, and out-of-date information.
The novel ActSimple forgetting algorithm has been developed
specifically to provide effective forgetting capabilities to robotic
systems. This paper presents the ActSimple algorithm and how
it was optimized and tested in a WiFi signal strength estimation
task. The results generated by real-world testing suggest that
human-inspired forgetting is an effective means of improving the
ability of mobile robots to move and operate within complex and
dynamic environments.

This paper provides an overview of the benefits of forgetting and reviews two of its most prominent theories, namely,
trace-based decay and similarity-based interference. The novel
ActSimple algorithm is presented in Section V. A WiFi signal
strength estimation domain used to explore the benefits of
forgetting is presented in Section VI. Section VII describes
the optimization process used to determine appropriate forgetting parameters. Along with ActSimple, six other forgetting
algorithms were optimized for performance comparisons. The
results of evaluating ActSimple and the other forgetting methods with real-world data are provided in Section VIII. Finally,
Section IX presents a discussion regarding how the results suggest that forgetting and the ActSimple algorithm may benefit
robotic systems in improving their cognitive capabilities.

Index Terms—Cognitive science, intelligent robots, mobile
robots, robot sensing.

II. H UMAN -I NSPIRED F ORGETTING

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

OBOTIC systems are often deployed in complex and
dynamic domains where vast amounts of data can flood
a robot’s sensors. Information overload frequently hinders the
ability to detect, recognize, and act on many of the small,
but critical, cues present within the environment required for
successful task completion. However, humans have an innate
ability to navigate through these quantities of data to locate
information necessary in achieving high levels of performance
and reliability.
While frequently perceived as purely detrimental, forgetting
may be a human capability that can aid robots in developing
a comprehensive environmental understanding. Forgetting has
previously been incorporated into systems that directly select
items from memory during action selection [1], but forgetting
can also filter information presented to robotic algorithms. This
second use of forgetting may purge erroneous and unnecessary
data, enabling algorithms to achieve higher levels of performance. This paper presents the use of human-inspired forgetting to act as a filter, refining the data and information presented
to existing robotic algorithms. The ActSimple algorithm [2],
[3] has been developed as a potential means of realizing this
filtering capability.
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Perfect memory and recall provides a mixed blessing. While
flawless recollection of episodic data and procedural rules
allows increased reasoning, photographic memory can hinder a
robot’s ability to operate in real-time highly dynamic environments. Solomon Veniaminovich Shereshevskii, a professional
mnemonist, possessed a close to photographic memory, but he
found it difficult to learn and understand higher level concepts
[4]. Despite the ability to recall lists of great length, understanding nonliteral sentences or recognizing dynamically changing
objects, including human faces, proved to be challenging [4].
Shereshevskii’s near photographic memory prevented him from
forgetting minor details and allowing concepts to transcend into
higher levels of thought [5]. A lack of forgetting capabilities can
cause similar problems for robots.
The absence of forgetting can fill memory with a tremendous
volume of data, increasing search time and the probability
of over-learning. Many small, but critical, details within the
environment greatly impact the probability of successful task
completion. Unfortunately, robots are currently ill-equipped to
navigate incoming data to detect, recognize, and act upon these
details. Contemporary robots are already overrun with vast
volumes of data, and the problem will only worsen. Before
robots realize human-level intelligence, a means of classifying
the importance of each datum and forgetting unnecessary, erroneous, and expired data will be required. Additionally, removal
of undesirable information will aid in generalizing concepts and
in achieving higher levels of thought.
Forgetting has previously been recognized as beneficial to
machine learning, particularly case-based reasoning [6]. Within
some domains and tasks, random forgetting has been found
to improve performance [6], and in particular situations, even
accurate data can hinder performance [7]. Forgetting may also
minimize the occurrence of over-learning. Theories of human
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forgetting may provide critical insight into the generation of
effective robot forgetting.
Forgetting is a critical cognitive process for humans operating within complex and changing environments. Forgetting
can allow humans to improve the efficiency of memory retrieval. Selecting goal-relevant memories results in competition
between memories, each vying for selection. It has been shown
that humans use forgetting to progressively repress memories
that are not selected, thus reducing the cognitive load on
subsequent memory retrievals [8]. Human forgetting can reduce
“switch cost,” which is the costs incurred when switching
between tasks [9]. Through “within-run slowing,” which is a
performance degradation that occurs during the execution of
a task, memories regarding the present task are reduced in
encoding strength, allowing easier replacement of task-specific
information [9]. Forgetting also aids in classification, which is a
common and critical task in many real-world domains. In many
environments, categories undergo gradual, but significant,
change. Exemplar items may become faster or larger, technology may improve the properties of consumer devices, and cultures will evolve over time. With forgetting, humans are able to
progressively reduce the influence of previous instances of categories stored in memory and to incorporate new perceptions, allowing humans to adapt to changing categories [10]. Forgetting
also aids heuristic inference. Heuristics play a critical role in the
human ability to handle complex decision problems under tight
time constraints and demanding mental load [11]. The recognition heuristic states that, when selecting between items, select
the item that is recognized [11]. With forgetting, unimportant
information is removed, preventing it from being recognized.
Irrelevant information removal improves the chances that only
important items are recognized, increasing the applicability and
performance of the recognition heuristic [5].

III. T HEORIES OF F ORGETTING
Through the years, strong evidence has been found to both
support and refute the two leading theories of human forgetting,
namely, time-based decay and interference [12]. Some research
has posited that human forgetting is a combination of both
theories and their subcomponents [12]–[15]. Reflecting on the
complexity of the human mind and cognition, it is unlikely that
the full dynamic of human forgetting can be realized from one
parsimonious mechanism. Several researchers have developed
models of human forgetting that incorporate multiple forgetting methods [16]. Others that stand by one mechanism have
admitted that multiple mechanisms may contribute to human
forgetting, just to a lesser extent [13].

A. Trace-Based Decay
Trace-based decay is the intuitive concept that items within
memory deteriorate and eventually disappear due to the effects
of time [12]. At perception, items are encoded at a particular activation level, dictating the ease and speed of retrieval.
Through recall and reperception, item activation levels increase
and slowly decay over time. The memory system can perform
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a refreshing strategy, where an item is recalled for the sole
purpose of increasing that item’s activation value [17].
ACT-R is a well-known cognitive architecture employing
trace-based decay [1] and is implemented as a production
rule system. Declarative knowledge items in ACT-R are called
chunks and are selected based on activation levels. Equation
(1) calculates chunk activation by incorporating an initial base
activation (β) and a logarithmic function operating on item i’s
J retrieval times (ri,j ). Decay constant d determines the rate
of decay. Source activation (Wk ) represents attention directed
to portions of the current goal, and strength of association
(Ski ) represents the frequency that a chunk was required when
element k was part of a current goal. 1 and 2 represent
permanent and transient noise, respectively [1]
 J


−d
αi = β + ln
ri,j

+
P (recall) =

K


(Wk Ski ) + ε1 + ε2
1

1+

e−ς(αi −τ )

.

(1)
(2)

Chunk selection is nondeterministic. Equation (2) calculates
the probability that a chunk’s activation exceeds a threshold
value (τ ) amid noise (ς). If a single chunk activation exceeds
τ , then it is selected. When multiple chunks activate simultaneously, the final chunk is selected probabilistically.
B. Similarity-Based Interference
Similarity-based interference, which is the current dominant
account of forgetting [12], has a long and storied history [13].
While proponents of interference admit forgetting is correlated
with time, they believe that the true causes of failed recall are
processes that occur during a time span [17]. Unlike decay
theory, interference predicts failed recall results from interitem
competition for the memory system’s focus of attention [12].
Interference-based forgetting is a complex theory involving
many forms of competition, which can be affected by item encoding strength, number of items, item similarity, and phase of
learning and recall (encoding, storage, and retrieval) [12]. Two
common methods exist for partitioning interference, namely,
point of interference (encoding and output interferences) [18]
and age of affected items (retroactive and proactive interferences) [12].
The Scale-Independent Memory, Perception, and Learning
(SIMPLE) model [19] is a temporal difference model of human memory that places data items in a multidimensional
psychological space. A temporal axis records time since item
perception. Other axes can exist that store additional properties
such as color, weight, or temperature. Item discriminability
is determined by the degree in which an item is isolated
from its neighbors. When calculating discriminability, interitem
distance along the time axis undergoes logarithmic compression [19]. This manipulation increases effective item similarity
as items move further from the psychological space’s origin.
While time plays a critical role in the SIMPLE model, it does
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not incorporate trace decay as SIMPLE is purely interference
based. In other words, as time passes, items become increasingly similar and difficult to discriminate [19].
Equation (3) computes the interitem distances in the psychological space. Along each axis, the distance |Mi,k − Mj,k | is
scaled by a constant θk , representing the level of attention paid
to that dimension [18]. The interitem similarity is calculated
with (4). λ adjusts how the distance is mapped to similarity,
and c is a scaling constant. Item discriminability is generated
by (5). When recall omissions cannot occur, the probability of
correctly recalling an item in a target location during serial recall is equivalent to the item’s discriminability. When modeling
free recall, omissions are possible, and a sigmoid function ((2),
with αi changed to Di ) is used
Δi,j =

K


θk |Mi,k − Mj,k |

where

ηi,j = e−c|Δi,j|

λ

Di =

1
J


.

K


θk = 1

item retrievability is recalculated each time a query is initiated.
Depending on the forgetting algorithm used, the existence of
memory items, even with a very small chance of recall, can
affect item selection, similar to the use of cues to help humans
recall information. Forgetting may not be appropriate for the
entirety of robotic data, and certain algorithms may need to
bypass the filtering effects. The proposed approach handles
both of these cases. Forgetting will not have to be applied to
every type of data. In situations where accuracy may be more
important than execution speed or when a complete analysis
of all memory items is required, filtering can be ignored. The
proposed approach does not necessarily delete memory items
determined to be unrecallable. In these situations, the full
collection of memory items can be presented to the querying
system.

(3)
V. ACT S IMPLE
(4)
(5)

ηi,j

IV. ROBOTIC F ORGETTING
Robots are often assigned diverse tasks and are asked to
operate within varied domains. No single algorithm or approach
will completely solve the entirety of robotic challenges. A
large array of algorithms have been developed, which enable
robots to move and operate within complex domains while
achieving high levels of performance [20], [21]. Unfortunately,
these approaches tend to be domain specific. The proposed use
of human-inspired forgetting will not replace any existing or
future technologies, but it may improve the performance of
those systems by allowing more effective searches through the
vast quantities of data stored within robotic knowledge bases.
Forgetting and recall mechanisms can select memory items
that have a high probability of solving a particular problem.
Forgetting can also be applied after a potential memory item
has been selected. When memory items cannot be recalled, they
are considered unavailable and cannot be used in subsequent
calculations. The proposed approach uses forgetting as a filter,
reducing the quantity of information available to existing selection mechanisms.
Human-inspired forgetting is a general approach to applying forgetting capabilities to robotic systems, and multiple
algorithms can be developed to realize its benefits. ActSimple
and the other presented algorithms implement human-inspired
forgetting, and all follow the same high-level design paradigm.
Upon initial perception, item representations receive properties
and statistics facilitating the forgetting process. If memory
items are reperceived or recalled, the statistics are updated to
reflect current usage patterns. When existing robotic algorithms
require items from memory, the forgetting algorithm begins
the filtering process. Item retrievability is calculated, and the
resultant set of recallable items is presented to the querying
system. In general, items are not permanently forgotten as

The novel ActSimple forgetting algorithm [2] has been
specifically designed to realize human-inspired forgetting in
robotic systems. Motivated by numerous cognitive architectures
and models of human forgetting, ActSimple incorporates many
components, including time-based decay, mental exertion, encoding interference, and output interference. This collection
may make ActSimple highly amenable to the varied demands
of robots.
ActSimple’s time-based decay component [(6)] has been
heavily influencedby ACT-R. ActSimple does not possess
goals, so Act-R’s k (Wk Ski ) term is not included. Noise is
present in ActSimple, but it is located in (12).
Pavlik and Anderson [22] modified (1) to incorporate the
item’s activation level at each time of retrieval. This modification realizes the spacing effect of short-term memory, and
it has been integrated into ActSimple. The d decay factor in
(1) was changed from a constant to a value based on activation
levels at the time of item recall. bi,j represents the activation
level at the jth retrieval of item i, while c1 and c2 provide
scaling and an offset, respectively. bi represents item i’s current
base activation, while ri,j is the span of time since item i’s
jth recall. A mental exertion scaling factor (ϕ) was added,
and it is described in the following discussion. The initial base
level activation β can be set to a fixed value or a dynamically
generated value, such as a belief level [21]
di,j = c1 ebi,j + c2
 J

 −d
i,j
ri,j
bi = ϕβi + ln
.

(6)

ActSimple incorporates similarity-based encoding interference to maintain breadth of information. This form of
interference is generated through the calculation of discriminability, as in SIMPLE. Unlike the SIMPLE model, however,
the acquisition time of memory items is not used to calculate
interference as perception and rehearsal-based time effects are
already incorporated in the trace-based decay component.
Explicit knowledge items possess properties, either continuous or discrete, that provide interitem differentiation.
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Exploiting these properties by locating memory items within
a multidimensional psychological space, as performed by
SIMPLE, may allow robots to approximate differences between
data and to maintain a wide breadth of knowledge. Maintaining separate axes within the psychological space, instead
of generating and storing a single difference value, allows
ActSimple to interpret distances along individual axes differently and to dynamically alter their level of importance.
ActSimple implements this component with (7)–(9), which are
the same as SIMPLE’s (3)–(5) except for two changes. A set of
δ functions was added to allow task-specific nonlinear transformations along individual psychological space axes, and a set of
belief state variables [21] (γ) was also added to represent the
robot’s belief in an item
Δi,j =

K


θk |δk (i, j)|

where

K


θk = 1

ηi,j = γj e−c3 |Δi,j |
γi
℘i = J
.
ηi,j

λ

(7)
(8)
(9)

It has been posited that memory items may consolidate or
become more durable after they are perceived. Mental exertion
during this consolidation period can increase the likelihood of
forgetting an item [13]. As a form of retroactive interference,
mental exertion may aid mobile robots in generating focused
attention capabilities. When a robot experiences a heavy cognitive load, additional memory items may slow comprehension
and may subsequently reduce situational awareness. Mental exertion may result in irrelevant details being encoded at reduced
strengths and then quickly removed. Conversely, important
items will be recalled rapidly, boosting encoding strength and
negating the effects of mental exertion.
Mental exertion has been included with a scaling factor (ϕ)
that modifies initial base activation levels (β). ϕ is computed by
integrating the mental exertion experienced by the robot during
a time-window near the item’s perception [see (10)]. t0 and t1
represent the bounds of the time-window. While in the timewindow, the robot updates ϕ each time the item’s encoding level
is required. c4 acts as a scaling factor
t1
ϕ = 1 − c4

M entalExertion dt.

(10)

t0

In complex and dynamic domains, robots experience periods
of low computational demand, followed by intervals of high
computational load. ActSimple includes output interference,
which decreases data volume during high load periods. Making
decisions increases output interference, systematically removing irrelevant and possibly erroneous information as the rate of
decision making increases.
Inspired by Lewandowsky et al.’s approach to adding output
interference to SIMPLE [18], (11) provides ActSimple with
an output interference coefficient . The j term represents
the amount of time since decision j was made. c5 determines
the magnitude of interference, c7 sets the rate of decay, and
c6 provides an offset. Equation (11) incorporates decay. The
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interference effects of a decision fade as time passes.  is used
by (13) when calculating item recallability probabilities
=

c6 +ln
c5

J


−c7

j

.

(11)

Equation (12) combines many of ActSimple’s components
into an activation level for each item in memory. The effects
of trace decay (bi ) and encoding interference (℘i ) are summed
together with a permanent noise term (1 ) and a transient noise
term (2 ). Scaling constant c8 allows the relative importance of
trace decay and encoding interference to be altered
αi = c8 bi + (1 − c8 )℘i + 1 + 2 .

(12)

The recallable probability equation [(13)] computes that the
probability memory items will be made available to an existing
robotic algorithm. Output interference factor  reduces item
availability when the robot is under periods of decision making.
Some forgetting algorithms directly use similar probabilities to
select items from memory. ActSimple is different: instead of
selecting items, the probability values determine which items
are filtered and which are made available to existing robotic
algorithms. This change allows existing robotic algorithms to
continue performing item selection


1

.
(13)
P (recall) =
−ς(α
i −τ )
+1 1+e
Robotic systems may require or benefit from the ability to
approximate the ease of memory item retrieval. The ACT-R
architecture models memory item retrieval delays with (14).
A constant latency factor (ψ) scales the result of an exponential
function on an item’s activation level (α) and a scaling factor
(c9 ) to generate a retrieval metric. Equation (14) has been
incorporated into ActSimple
Retrieval Timei = ψec9 αi .

(14)

In the presented work, a simplified version of ActSimple
was employed, which focused on ActSimple’s two primary
components, namely, trace-based decay and similarity-based
interference. Equation (6) was simplified to (15). The λ and γ
variables were fixed to 1.0 and were not tested. Mental exertion
and output interference were also removed. The activation
equation [(12)] was simplified to (16)
 J


−d
ri,j
(15)
bi = β + ln
αi = c8 bi + (1 − c8 )℘i .

(16)

VI. E VALUATION D OMAIN
The effectiveness and practicality of using human-inspired
forgetting to filter data were explored by applying ActSimple
and a number of other forgetting algorithms to the realistic task
of WiFi signal strength estimation. Modern mobile robots often
require some form of wireless communication, with WiFi frequently providing a high-bandwidth low-cost communication
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medium. WiFi signal strength, and consequently communication reliability and speed, can be affected by many factors, and
areas of minimal to no signal strength are frequently encountered. In stable environments, WiFi hardware placement can
be optimized to provide acceptable WiFi signal strength while
avoiding areas of no communication. Unfortunately, perfect
placement of WiFi technology is complex and frequently not
possible in dynamic environments. Many robotic deployments
involve precision multiagent coordination, which require monitoring and categorization of WiFi capabilities. Some systems
even utilize relocatable WiFi basestations to alleviate communication bottlenecks and areas of minimal signal strength. The
evaluation domain involved a robot tasked with continuously
exploring an environment to monitor and estimate WiFi signal
strength. Collected WiFi samples are used to generate signal
strength estimations for the entire environment, and interpolation methods were implemented to allow estimation where no
WiFi readings were available. This domain is a representative
of many activities performed by robots operating where lowlevel environmental properties can impact the probability of
successful mission completion.

A. Algorithms
Seven forgetting algorithms were evaluated to filter unimportant sensor readings: ActSimple, a trace-based decay method
(labeled as ACT-R), two similarity-based interference methods
based on SIMPLE (referred to as SIMPLE and SIMPLE Update), two queue-based forgetting methods (labeled as Queue
Dynamic and Queue Static), and a random forgetting method.
Testing was also performed without forgetting (referred to as
No Forgetting) to act as a control in comparing forgetting
algorithm performance.
1) ActSimple: The simplified version of ActSimple described in Section V was implemented. The psychological
space consisted of three axes: a reading’s position along the
x-axis, the position along the y-axis, and the WiFi signal
strength. Axis selection was subjective, based on the perceived
likelihood to benefit performance. The x and y position axes
were assumed to hold equal importance.
2) ACT-R: The ACT-R forgetting algorithm is solely a tracebased decay approach, employing the activation mechanism
found in both ACT-R and ActSimple. This algorithm was
implemented using (15) [changing bi to αi to form a simplified
version of (1)] and (2).
3) SIMPLE and SIMPLE Update: Both the SIMPLE and
SIMPLE Update forgetting algorithms perform similaritybased interference forgetting, inspired by the SIMPLE model
of human memory. The same psychological space as ActSimple
was used, except that an axis representing time since perception
was added. Both algorithms are identical, except when a WiFi
reading is reperceived (a WiFi signal strength value is collected
multiple times at a particular location). During reperception, the
SIMPLE Update algorithm updates the sample’s time property
to the current point in time and increments the perception count
for the reading. Conversely, the SIMPLE algorithm increments
the perception count, but it does not update the perception time.

Both forgetting algorithms where implemented using (3)–(5)
and (2).
4) Queue Dynamic, Queue Static, and Random Forgetting:
Both queue-based forgetting algorithms possessed a fixed sized
queue that stored WiFi signal strength readings. New readings
were appended to the end of the queue, and once the queue
capacity was exceeded, old readings were removed from the
front of the queue. Similar to the differences between SIMPLE
and SIMPLE Update, the operation of the two queue algorithms
deviated only when a reading was reperceived. If a reading
was collected and if it was already present in the queue, then
the Queue Dynamic method updated the reading’s perception
count and moved the reading to the back of the queue. Queue
Static also updated the reading’s perception count, but it did not
relocate the reading.
The Random Forgetting method worked in an identical
fashion to Queue Static, except when the queue capacity was
exceeded. Unlike Queue Static, the readings were randomly
selected for removal.
B. Interpolation Method
The forgetting algorithms filtered WiFi signal strength readings that were then processed by an “existing robotic algorithm.” During the described experiments, the “existing robotic
algorithm” needed to estimate the WiFi signal strength for every
location within the test environments. The estimation process
placed no restrictions on the paths taken by the robot, resulting
in nonuniform sampling and locations in which no samples
had been recorded. An interpolation method compatible with
nonuniform sample acquisition was used (Nearest Neighbor
Interpolation). This fast interpolation method estimates values
solely on the closest available sample. In the environment, several readings may be equidistant to the interpolation location.
Two separate methods were possible to handle this situation.
The first one employs an equal weighting scheme that averages
the values for all samples. The second approach creates a
weighted average based on the number of times that each
reading has been perceived. During the described experiments,
the later approach was employed.
The form of weighting used when readings are equidistant
can have a large impact on the quality of the interpolation
results. When asymmetric noise is present within a system,
perception count weighting may be better equipped to minimize
average error as the number of points available to the interpolation method increases. When noise is symmetric, highly
erroneous readings will effectively average out, reducing error
over time. Asymmetric noise, however, does not generate complimentary erroneous data readings. If readings with little noise
are more common than readings with a larger error, then recallbased weighting provides a greater weighting on the readings
with less noise.
VII. O PTIMIZATION
The forgetting algorithms described in Section VI-A each
possess a number of parameters that can greatly influence
forgetting performance and estimation accuracy. Before the
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Fig. 1. Tested basestation configurations. (a) Four basestations. (b) Eight
basestations.

forgetting algorithms could be applied to real-world data, they
required optimization. This section describes the optimization
process performed to identify the optimal parameterizations for
each forgetting algorithm through the use of simulation. Using
the calculated parameterizations, the relative performance of
each forgetting condition was analyzed.
A. Simulated Environment
The simulated environment consisted of a 25 unit by
25 unit grid world, with movements constrained to only horizontal or vertical transitions. At each time step, the simulated
robot made a one unit move, unless that position change would
cause the robot to leave the bounds of the environment. In
this situation, the robot did not move. All sensing and data
processing occurred within one time unit. WiFi sensor readings
were taken at the end of every time step, irrespective of whether
the robot’s position actually changed. Signal strength samples
ranged from 1 to 100 (weak to strong) and were determined
by WiFi basestation proximity [see (17)]. Values computed
with (17) were clipped to the range 1–100. si represents the
distance from the current location to the ith basestation, and
 is noise. Two basestation configurations were explored,
namely, four basestations and eight basestations (see Fig. 1).
The darker areas in Fig. 1 indicate strong signal strength


1
1−
WiFi Strength = 100 ∗
1 + e−2.0(si −4.0)
i
+
⎧
0.62
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0.1
⎪
⎨
0.05
p(x) =
⎪
⎪ 0.03
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0.01
0

(17)
if x = 0
if |x| = 10
if |x| = 20
if |x| = 40
if |x| = 60
else.

(18)

In addition to basestation proximity, WiFi signal strength
readings were also influenced by asymmetric noise. A noise
distribution, defined by (18), was applied to the signal readings,
and values selected from this distribution were not influenced
by noiseless signal strength. This noise distribution provides a
high probability of significant outliers, increasing the estimation difficulty. Only nine unique values are provided by the
noise distribution, alleviating the need for any confounding
binning process to be applied to the readings. The final reading
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value was clipped to the interval 1–100, converting the symmetric noise distribution into an asymmetric noise source.
The effectiveness of the forgetting algorithms was evaluated
by simulating a robot traveling along a number of predetermined paths taking WiFi sensor readings. At set intervals, the
robot generated an estimated WiFi signal strength map from
the readings that were correctly recalled. When each estimated
WiFi signal strength map was created, the absolute error at
each point within the environment was calculated and used as a
metric of effectiveness.
Recorded readings stored the observed WiFi signal strength,
along with the position in the environment, time since perception, and perception count. When a signal strength value
was observed multiple times for a particular location, separate readings were not stored. Instead, only one reading was
generated, and the perception count variable increased. The
approach to update the time since perception value was specific
to the forgetting method (see Section VI-A). Not all algorithms
utilized all data fields within the readings. For instance, some
tested forgetting methods did not use the time since perception
property while filtering data.
B. Experimental Design
Clustering, distribution, and environment coverage may
affect forgetting of low-level data. During optimization,
20 separate paths were used. These paths consisted of three
properties: trajectory, basestation configuration, and length.
Four hand-generated and four randomly generated trajectories were explored. The randomly generated trajectories were
3000 steps long, but the hand-generated trajectories ranged
from 1032 to 3768 steps. Two basestation configurations were
present (see Fig. 1), and the basestation configuration changed
at the midpoint of six paths. The robot traversed multiple
instances of each path. The forgetting methods were applied to
each path instance in an offline fashion. This approach allowed
all forgetting algorithms to process the same WiFi readings,
minimizing the effects of interpath instance variability.
The performance of each forgetting algorithm was calculated
at the end of each path. When the robot completed a path instance, it generated an estimated WiFi signal strength value for
each location within the environment. Under some situations,
the robot was unable to recall any readings for a particular
path instance. When this occurred, the robot estimated that
each location possessed a signal strength value of 50.5, which
is the average of all permissible signal strength values. The
estimation error at each location was then averaged to produce
a single average WiFi signal strength estimation error value for
each instance. The estimation error for each instance was then
averaged to form an error metric for each path.
C. Optimization Results
The Queue Static, Queue Dynamic, and Random Forgetting
algorithms each possess a single parameter, which is discrete.
For these algorithms, an exhaustive search through each parameter space was completed. During optimization, the queue
size for each algorithm varied from 1 to 3769. At the largest
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Fig. 2. Queue-based forgetting method optimization results. (a) Full results. (b) Zoomed results.

value, the queue was able to maintain every reading along
the path, effectively providing no forgetting. For every queue
size, each path was traversed 1000 times. Fig. 2(a) shows the
exhaustive search results, while Fig. 2(b) shows a zoomed-in
perspective of the forgetting algorithms’ optimal queue sizes.
In both figures, the horizontal dashed line represents the estimation error when no forgetting is performed.
With small queue sizes, the queue-based forgetting methods initially performed poorly (the estimation error is over
25), but the estimation error quickly decreased as the queue
size increased (see Fig. 2). Random Forgetting was the first
forgetting algorithm that outperforms No Forgetting (a queue
size of 409). As the queue size continued to increase, Queue
Static and Queue Dynamic Forgetting began generating less
error than Random Forgetting. Performance exceeded No Forgetting levels for queue sizes of 409–1868 readings for Random
Forgetting, 476–2009 readings for Queue Static Forgetting, and
473–2125 readings for Queue Dynamic Forgetting. Through
the queue size range of 500–1400 readings, Queue Dynamic
generated error values appreciably better than Queue Static,
although both algorithms appeared to follow a similar trend.
At larger queue sizes, the performances of the three forgetting
algorithms become identical to No Forgetting.
Ideally, an exhaustive search would have been conducted
through the parameter spaces of each remaining forgetting
method. However, ACT-R, SIMPLE, SIMPLE Update, and
ActSimple each involve a large number of continuous parameters, making this approach infeasible. Instead, a two-stage
optimization process was conducted, involving a parameter
sweep and a local optimization pattern search. Throughout
this optimization process, an assumption was made that the
influence of the x- and y-axes would be identical in Simple, Simple Update, and ActSimple. The first stage involved
sweeping through each algorithm’s parameter space by evaluating estimation error at a large number of roughly equidistant
points (5 359 616 for ACT-R, 2 744 560 each for SIMPLE and
SIMPLE Update, and 2 621 892 for ActSimple). During this
step, the robot traversed each path ten times. Table I lists the
number of tested parameterizations for each forgetting algorithm, where the average estimation error was below certain
threshold limits. The column labeled as Error Limit provides
the threshold values, while the four columns at the right contain

TABLE I
PARAMETER S WEEP C OUNTS

the number of parameterizations for each forgetting method that
generated estimation errors below the threshold values.
Once the parameter sweep was completed, the Coliny Pattern Search algorithm from the Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale Applications toolkit [23] was used
to perform the local optimization. ACT-R, SIMPLE, SIMPLE
Update, and ActSimple are all stochastic algorithms, and the
simulated test environment possesses significant noise, limiting the effectiveness of gradient-based optimization methods.
While slower than gradient-based optimization algorithms, the
Coliny Pattern Search method maintains greater immunity
to noise present in the WiFi readings and estimated signal
strength values. During this phase, the robot traversed each path
100 times per test point in a forgetting algorithm’s parameter
space.
The pattern search was applied to the best 700 parameterizations found during the parameter sweep for each forgetting algorithm. Table II presents the average reduction in
estimation error observed for each parameterization that underwent the optimization process. The ACT-R forgetting algorithm experienced a minimal improvement (0.016), while
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TABLE II
PARAMETERIZATION E RROR I MPROVEMENT

the performance gains for SIMPLE were negligible (0.001).
However, ActSimple received a modest improvement (0.250),
and SIMPLE Update’s performance unexpectedly improved by
a large margin (1.646). Despite the significant gains, the initial
poor performance of SIMPLE Update prevented the algorithm
from exceeding the performance of ActSimple.
The final results from the optimization process, including
the results from the queue forgetting algorithms, are presented
in Table III. The column labeled as Error presents the estimation error generated by each forgetting condition’s optimal
parameterization. The columns on the right show the individual
parameter values for each optimized parameterization. Parameters not included in a forgetting condition are indicated with a
“ ” symbol. All of the forgetting algorithms outperformed
No Forgetting, although SIMPLE’s benefits were negligible
(an improvement of 0.004). The optimized SIMPLE Update
forgetting algorithm generated an average estimation error of
3.113, which is lower than SIMPLE, demonstrating the benefits
of updating the perception time associated with a WiFi signal
strength reading. The optimized parameterizations for these two
algorithms possess large time-axis parameter values (0.7035
for SIMPLE and 0.9891 for SIMPLE Update), signifying the
importance of time effects.
ACT-R Forgetting’s best parameterization generated an estimation error average of 6.451, while ActSimple’s best parameterized realized an average value of 5.608. While both of the
SIMPLE forgetting algorithms and ACT-R performed worse
than ActSimple, these results suggest that the combination
of trace-based decay and similarity-based interference can be
combined to generate greater performance levels. The optimized parameterization of ActSimple possessed a c8 value of
0.1517, indicating the importance of similarity-based interference. The x- and y-axis parameters were 0.5000, indicating that
only spatial information was used in calculating the similaritybased interference. Strength values of the WiFi readings were
not used by the optimized parameterization of ActSimple.
The d parameter for ActSimple and ACT-R was 0.9229 and
0.8257, respectively, deviating from the value of 0.5, which is
commonly used in many ACT-R-based systems.
During the parameter sweep of ACT-R, SIMPLE, SIMPLE
Update, and ActSimple’s parameter spaces, ten instances of
each path were employed to generate average estimation error
values, and 100 instances were used during the pattern search.
Since the forgetting algorithms are stochastic algorithms operating over noisy WiFi readings, the estimation error values
are variable. An analysis of this variability was conducted by
processing groups of path instances with each forgetting algorithm. Using the optimized parameterizations, each forgetting
algorithm processed sets of 10, 100, and 1000 path instances.
The results were collected for 100 trials of each path instance
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count. The estimation error was then averaged across trials, and
the results are presented in Table IV.
While the standard deviation between trials for each forgetting method was reduced as the path instance count increased,
the values are still relatively small. These results suggest that
the forgetting algorithms are robust to differences between path
instances.
VIII. R EAL -W ORLD DATA
Using the parameterizations calculated during the optimization phase, the forgetting methods were applied to real-world
WiFi readings. This section describes the testing environment,
the method on how the samples were recorded, and the results
of processing the data with the forgetting algorithms. This experiment was conducted in an identical manner to the previous
simulation, except that a real robot collected the data and new
paths and basestation configurations were employed.
A. Experimental Design
Before the forgetting algorithms could be applied to any realworld WiFi data, truth information was required in order to
calculate the estimation error values. The real world is presently
too difficult to model completely, forcing truth information
to be collected empirically. Initially, the experiment was to
be conducted on Vanderbilt University’s campus, but the lack
of control and repeatability over WiFi quality in a city environment made this approach impractical. WiFi interference
can result from numerous sources, including cell phones, microwaves, computers, air conditioners, other WiFi equipment,
and heavy machinery. While the forgetting algorithms would
be tasked to remove the effects of this interference during
testing, uncontrolled interference prevents the generation of
truth information that is guaranteed to be consistent and valid
throughout the experiment.
Instead, the experiment was performed at the Colson Hollow
group campgrounds, which is an area located within the Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area. Colson Hollow
consists of a large grassy field surrounded by forests on three
sides and a river on the fourth. The campgrounds are isolated
from many sources of WiFi interference while providing a
large open experimental area. Power lines are present at Colson
Hollow, and a radio transmitter is within a few miles from
the location, but the reliability of the collected truth data was
greater than when readings were collected on Vanderbilt’s
campus.
Similar to the simulation-based experiment, the real-world
experiment involved two WiFi basestation configurations and a
large number of WiFi sampling locations (see Fig. 3). Due to
logistical constraints, changes to the environment were made.
The sampling area was 300 ft by 300 ft, and samples were
taken along a 10 by 10 grid. The WiFi basestations were
situated 25 ft outside of the sampling region and were placed
on approximately 5-ft-tall wooden stands.
A Pioneer 3DX robot equipped with a WiFi enabled laptop
computer recorded the readings. While the robot was running
during data collection, the ground conditions prevented the
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TABLE III
B EST A LGORITHM PARAMETERIZATIONS

TABLE IV
VARIANCE T EST

Fig. 3. Real-world experiment map. The points represent the sample locations. The circles represent the WiFi basestations that were always present in
both configurations, the rings represent the WiFi basestations present in the
seven basestation configuration, and the cross represents a basestation present
only in the four basestation configuration.

robot from driving through the environment. Sampling was
performed by manually placing the robot at each location.
Samples were collected with a Dell TrueMobile 1150 Series
Mini PCI card [24] and the NetStumbler 0.4.0 [25] WiFi monitoring program. All samples required for a particular sampling
location and basestation configuration were collected at one
time for a 6-min interval, with a frequency of up to 2 Hz. The
actual sampling frequency was dependent on individual WiFi
basestation response times.
During the evaluation, readings were selected randomly from
the samples recorded for a particular location and basestation
configuration. This approach was employed to minimize the
effects of any interference present in the environment and to in-

crease the efficiency of data collection. The Colson Hollow location minimized the effects of persistent low-frequency noise.
In the ideal case, no noise would be present, and the process of
collecting WiFi readings in batches would not affect the results.
However, if noise was present, randomly selecting readings
would minimize these effects. The collection of readings in
batches permitted a larger number of paths to be tested with
fewer recorded samples.
The NetStumbler application created sampling log files for
each combination of location and basestation configuration in
Wi-Scan file format. NetStumbler actively sends WiFi packets to detected basestations in order to determine the available signal level, noise level, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
timestamped to the second. In the generated files, samples are
recorded when available, instead of at a set frequency.
Before the data could be evaluated, the raw logs required
processing, which consisted of several steps. For each second
within the logging time-window for a particular location and
basestation combination, the reading with the highest SNR
value was selected. If no readings were available for a particular second, a value of 0 dB was assigned. The NetStumbler program occasionally produced samples where both the
reported signal strength and the noise level were −32 618.
These values are erroneous, and they were discarded before
processing began. The SNR values were then multiplied by 2.0,
incremented by 1.0, and then clipped to the range 1–100. This
conversion process was performed so that the results are on the
same scale as the results generated during optimization. While
the clipping process does result in some lost information, the
robot’s primary goal is to locate problematic areas possessing
poor WiFi capabilities. As a rule of thumb, an SNR of over
40 dB is considered to be very good. The clipping process
only affects readings with an SNR of over 50 dB (readings
already indicative of areas not experiencing degraded WiFi
communications). As the final processing step, a Max 2 filter
was applied to the data. Resulting from the active WiFi signal
strength measuring technique employed by the NetStumbler
program, the generated readings possessed an unnecessarily
large number of minimum value readings. These extra readings
resulted not from weak signal strength but from basestations
occasionally not reporting strength values at a high enough
frequency to ensure valid data at every time stamp. The Max 2
filter tested each reading, and if the previous reading was larger,
then the current reading was changed to the value of the previous reading. The Max 2 filter only operated on the prefiltered
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Fig. 4. Maps of real-world truth values. (a) Four basestations. (b) Seven
basestations.

data; otherwise, the readings would have been monotonically
increasing.
B. Real-World Results
All of the real-world data were collected during a four-day
period in June 2010. The entirety of the data was used to
calculate the truth data. After the readings were processed as
described in Section VIII-A, the readings for each combination
of location and basestation configuration were averaged. The
results from this averaging process are shown in Fig. 4(a)
and (b). In these figures, black represents areas possessing a
greater SNR. The presence of the basestations in each condition
can be clearly observed, although exact basestation positions
are not always easy to determine. Interference appears to have
slightly affected the top and right portions of the seven basestation truth map and, to a lesser extent, the truth map for the four
basestation configuration. This interference resulted in weaker
SNR values and a greater difficulty in determining basestation
positions. Definitive differences between areas of high SNR and
areas with low SNR can be observed.
The forgetting algorithms were tested with a set of 18 new
paths as the paths used during optimization did not fit in
the smaller real-world environment. These new paths ranged
in length from 337 to 3177 steps (μ = 1831.278 and σ =
1032.329), with six generated randomly. A basestation configuration change occurred in eight of the paths, at roughly
the midpoint of the path’s trajectory. While the real-world
environment is only 10 by 10, the forgetting algorithms were
optimized in the larger simulation environment. When relatively short paths are processed by the forgetting algorithms,
they consistently recalled nearly every reading. Six additional
paths, with a length of 208 steps or less, were also tested, but
since all forgetting conditions generated effectively identical
recall and estimation error values, these paths were removed.
The removal of these paths did not affect the error rankings.
Path instances were created by randomly selecting readings
from the log files. Readings were allowed to be selected multiple times. During testing, the parameterizations used in the
optimization experiment (Section VII) were used.
Table V presents the overall recallable reading counts and
estimation error values. Ranking values were computed after
rounding was performed to minimize the effects of insignificant
noise. No Forgetting generated the largest average number of
recallable readings, with SIMPLE averaging only 0.019 fewer.
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Both conditions maintained similar recallable reading count
standard deviations (331.196 and 331.189, respectively), which
were 124.928 higher than the next highest standard deviation
(SIMPLE Update’s standard deviation of 206.261). ActSimple
averaged only 338.887 recallable readings (509.429 less than
No Forgetting) while maintaining a standard deviation of only
36.805. All other forgetting conditions averaged at a greater
number of recallable readings than ActSimple.
Table VI presents the performance differences between each
forgetting method and No Forgetting. The Outperformed row
represents the number of paths where a forgetting algorithm
outperformed No Forgetting, while the Underperformed row
displays the number of paths where the forgetting algorithm
generated greater estimate error. The Outperformed Ave. and
Underperformed Ave. rows provide the average error deviation
for paths where the forgetting algorithm outperformed or underperformed No Forgetting, respectively.
Despite averaging far fewer recallable readings, ActSimple’s
average estimation error (3.069) was 1.518 less than No Forgetting. Although ActSimple also maintained the only estimation
standard deviation under 1.0 (0.950), SIMPLE Update averaged
a lower estimation error (2.382). Queue Static maintained the
third best average estimation error (3.084).
All forgetting algorithms outperformed No Forgetting on 8
of the 18 paths except for ACT-R and SIMPLE Update, which
both generated less error on nine paths. The number of paths
where the forgetting algorithms underperformed No Forgetting
ranged from three to ten paths. ActSimple underperformed
No Forgetting ten times, while ACT-R underperformed seven
times, and SIMPLE Update underperformed five times. The
outperformed and underperformed values for SIMPLE are not
reliable since the largest estimation error difference between
SIMPLE and No Forgetting was less than 0.001.
Trends were also observed in the individual path data.
Basestation configuration changes generated substantial performance variations in the forgetting conditions. When basestation
configuration changes were not present, the worst estimation
error generated by No Forgetting was 3.614, but the best error
produced for a path with a basestation configuration change
was 7.547. Excluding SIMPLE, every forgetting algorithm
outperformed No Forgetting when a basestation configuration
occurred, while SIMPLE Update and ACT-R were the only
algorithms that outperform No Forgetting on static paths. However, both forgetting algorithms only outperformed No Forgetting on one path each and by less than 0.001.
The performance properties exhibited by No Forgetting and
the forgetting algorithms when no basestation configuration
change occurred can partially be explained by the method
used to generate the truth data. Readings for each pairing of
location and basestation configuration were averaged together
to form the truth value for each combination. In paths when
no basestation configuration change occurred, No Forgetting
benefited from being able to recall every reading to help average
out noise present in the readings, essentially mimicking the
truth data generation procedure. If truth values were available
by a means other than a weighted average, the performance
differences along paths possessing a basestation configuration
change versus dynamic paths may decrease.
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TABLE V
R EAL -W ORLD R ESULTS

TABLE VI
F ORGETTING P ERFORMANCE D EVIATIONS F ROM NO F ORGETTING

C. Discussion
Forgetting capabilities can potentially improve robotic system performance levels, but they are complex. Just as many
factors can influence the performance of existing robotic algorithms, the relative effectiveness of forgetting capabilities
may be equally affected. Forgetting involves some risk as even
humans occasionally fail to recall important information. However, on average, forgetting benefits humans and may eventually
aid robotic systems.
Robotic systems are frequently tasked with operating within
complex domains where dynamism can significantly degrade
performance. In the real-world experiment, the application of
forgetting (excluding SIMPLE) decreased estimation error for
every path containing a basestation configuration change. WiFi
signal strength is a highly variable environmental property
affected by a multitude of sources of interference, including
cell phones, computers, humans, and building materials. Even
in the controlled environment at Colson Hollow, maintaining
low interference levels proved to be challenging. In many realistic environments, including office buildings and even disaster
areas, considerable sources of interference will be present, and
robotic performance under dynamism may far outweigh static
environment performance.
In the real-world experiment, every forgetting algorithm outperformed No Forgetting on some paths but underperformed on
others. Except for SIMPLE, each forgetting algorithm’s average
improvement gain was at least 3.563 times larger than the average performance decrement. These results suggest that, while
forgetting capabilities involve some risk, on average, gains will
overshadow performance deficits. The forgetting algorithms
outperformed No Forgetting when a basestation configuration
change occurred (the more difficult situation).
The relative benefits of forgetting depend on the forgetting
algorithm, its parameterization, and compatibility with the task
and environment. The presented results suggest that benefits
from forgetting may not be that sensitive to changing environmental conditions. While optimized for a simulation environ-

ment, the forgetting algorithms still successfully reduced the
WiFi signal strength estimation error. As many realistic challenges facing robots constantly evolve or are difficult to model,
the ability to minimize the need to frequently reoptimize may
be paramount in applying forgetting to real-world situations.
Out of all of the forgetting methods tested, the estimation
error resulting from ActSimple and SIMPLE Update appears
to be the least sensitive to changing conditions. However, in
the real-world experiment, ActSimple averaged 293.176 fewer
recallable readings. During optimization, ActSimple outperformed all other forgetting algorithms and generated the second
best performance during real-world testing. In the simulation,
ACT-R generated the third best performance, and Queue Dynamic produced the fourth lowest average estimation error.
When operating on real-world data, ACT-R changed to the fifth
best forgetting condition, and Queue Dynamic realized the third
smallest estimation error.
Additionally, ActSimple averaged the fewest number of recallable readings in the real-world experiment. Robots are realtime systems, and decreasing data processing requirements will
aid performance while reducing demands on limited computational and cognitive resources. Forgetting, and ActSimple in
particular, may reduce the number of memory items requiring
expensive processing by existing robotic algorithms.

IX. C ONCLUSION
Forgetting is often considered as a flaw of human memory;
however, forgetting provides a critical component in the ability
of humans to operate within complex and dynamic environments. Robotic systems may equally benefit from the systematic removal of unnecessary and undesirable information.
This paper has presented a novel approach to incorporating
human-inspired forgetting into robotic systems by filtering the
data presented to existing robotic algorithms. Inherently nondomain specific, the use of forgetting as a filtering mechanism
has the potential to improve the performance and reliability of
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many existing and future robotic algorithms. The ActSimple
algorithm was developed to realize this forgetting approach, and
it consists of a number of components inspired from theories of
human forgetting and cognitive architectures.
An optimization process was conducted, which calculated
the ideal parameter values for ActSimple and a number of other
forgetting algorithms when applied to a WiFi signal strength
estimation task. Along with the generation of parameter values,
the optimization process provided insight into the relative performance of the forgetting algorithms. Not only did ActSimple
generate less error than No Forgetting, but also ActSimple
outperformed all tested algorithms.
The forgetting algorithms, combined with the optimized
parameter values, were used to process real-world WiFi signal
strength data. Despite averaging the least number of recallable
WiFi signal strength readings, ActSimple generated the second
best overall average error. The results from the real-world
experiment suggest that ActSimple is a reliable and stable
approach in improving performance through forgetting. The
algorithms were optimized in a simulated environment much
larger than the real-world environment with different basestation configurations and a simplified noise distribution. ActSimple’s stable performance was able to compensate for these
differences, providing effective filtering under both conditions.
This stability is especially important for robots operating in
complex and dynamic domains where environmental conditions
are frequently changing and where tasks evolve over time.
Forgetting, and the ActSimple algorithm in particular, has the
potential to improve the state of robotics in a diverse range of
domains. The forgetting algorithms evaluated in this paper were
optimized in the simulation, but many were still able to decrease
the estimation error. However, forgetting does entail some risks.
In the real-world experiment, the best performing algorithms
were able to generate better average values, but they produced
inferior results for some paths. It may not be possible to ensure
that forgetting algorithms never result in reduced performance.
The presented approach in incorporating forgetting into robotic
systems allows the filtering effects to be ignored if required by
a particular task or domain.
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